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ABSTRACT
Through the process of thermal ionization, intense stellar irradiation renders Hot Jupiter atmo-
spheres electrically conductive. Simultaneously, lateral variability in the irradiation drives the global
circulation with peak wind speeds of order ∼ km/s. In turn, the interactions between the atmo-
spheric flows and the background magnetic field give rise to Lorentz forces that can act to perturb
the flow away from its purely hydrodynamical counterpart. Using analytical theory and numerical
simulations, here we show that significant deviations away from axisymmetric circulation are unsta-
ble in presence of a non-negligible axisymmetric magnetic field. Specifically, our results suggest that
dayside-to-nightside flows, often obtained within the context of three-dimensional circulation models,
only exist on objects with anomalously low magnetic fields, while the majority of highly irradiated
exoplanetary atmospheres are entirely dominated by zonal jets.
1. INTRODUCTION
The last decade’s discovery and rapid accumulation of
the transiting extrasolar planetary aggregate has uncov-
ered a multitude of previously unexplored regimes of var-
ious physical phenomena. Perhaps the first unexpected
discovery was the existence of Hot Jupiters (i.e. gaseous
giant planets that reside within ∼ 0.1AU of their host
star), which arose from the earliest exoplanetary detec-
tions (Mayor & Queloz 1995; Marcy & Butler 1996). Ac-
cordingly, among the most intriguing novel theoretical
subjects, is the study of atmospheric dynamics on highly
irradiated planets.
Today, it is well known that the orbital region oc-
cupied by Hot Jupiters can also be occupied by lower
mass (including terrestrial) planets (Batalha et al. 2012).
However, because of their higher likelihood of transit
and comparative predisposition for characterization, Hot
Jupiters remain at the forefront of the study of extrasolar
atmospheric circulation (Showman et al. 2011).
1.1. Hydrodynamic Global Circulation Models
Dynamic meteorology is a phenomenologically rich
subject because of the lack of separation of physical
scales. In other words, differences in microphysical na-
ture of a given system can have profound effects on its
macroscopic state. As a result, it comes as no surprise
that circulation patterns on Hot Jupiters generally do not
resemble those on Solar System gas giants (Showman et
al. 2008; Menou & Rauscher 2009).
From a hydrodynamical point of view, the circula-
tional modes of typical Hot Jupiter atmospheres dif-
fer in two principal ways, compared to Solar System
gas giants. The first and most obvious difference is
the energetics. Unlike the outer Solar System, Hot
Jupiters reside in an environment where the incoming
stellar irradiation completely dominates over the intrin-
sic planetary heat-flux. As a result, circulation patterns
on Hot Jupiters are driven primarily by the congenital
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dayside-to-nightside temperature differences (Showman
& Polvani 2011). Furthermore, concurrent with the cool-
ing of the planetary interior, the top-down heating of the
atmosphere ensures the onset of stable stratification in
the observable (P > 100 bars) atmospheric region (Guil-
lot & Showman 2002; Burrows et al. 2007).
The second difference lies in the extent to which the
atmospheres are rotationally dominated. While Solar
System gas giants rotate rapidly (i.e. TJup ' TSat '
10 hours), Hot Jupiters are thought to rotate pseudo-
synchronously with their orbital periods (i.e. THJ ∼ 3−5
days) as a result of tidal de-spinning (see Hut (1981)).
This implies that although still dynamically significant,
rotation alone does not exhibit commanding control over
the atmospheric flow.
Since the discovery of the first transiting extrasolar
gas giant HD209458b (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry
et al. 2000), numerous authors have explored the atmo-
spheric dynamics of Hot Jupiters with a variety of nu-
merical techniques. Because of the inherent differences
in the frameworks of the simulations, today, there ex-
ists a hierarchical collection of results that correspond to
variable degrees of sophistication. On the simpler end
of the spectrum are 2D shallow-water simulations (Cho
et al. 2008, 2003; Langton & Laughlin 2008, 2007) while
the more intricate global circulation models (GCM’s) in-
clude solvers of the 3D “primitive” equations (Cooper &
Showman 2005; Showman et al. 2008; Menou & Rauscher
2009; Heng et al. 2011) as well as the 3D fully compress-
ible Navier-Stokes equations (Dobbs-Dixon & Lin 2008;
Dobbs-Dixon & Agol 2012). Simultaneously, various
groups have gone to different lengths in their treatment
of radiative transfer, with exploited models ranging from
simple prescriptions such as Newtonian cooling (Show-
man et al. 2008) to double-gray (Rauscher & Menou
2012) and non-gray (Showman et al. 2009) schemes. An
important step towards delineating the correspondence
among results obtained with different solvers has been
recently performed by Heng et al. (2011).
Although there are quantitative differences in the re-
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sults generated by different GCM’s, there is general
agreement on the qualitative features of the circulation.
Specifically, there are three aspects of interest. First,
super-rotating zonal jets exist in all simulations. Their
number (and naturally, the widths) ranges between 1 and
4, depending on the model (see Showman et al. (2009)),
but the relative sparsity of the jets compared to Jupiter
and Saturn is understood to be a result of diminished
rotation rate (Showman & Guillot 2002). Moreover, in
a recent study, Showman & Polvani (2011) showed that
the formation of jets is ordained by the interaction of
the atmospheric flow with standing Rossby waves that
in turn result from the strong difference in the radiative
forcing between the planetary dayside and the nightside.
Second, the characteristic wind speeds produced by dif-
ferent models are consistent within a factor of a few, and
are generally in the ∼ km/s range. This is likely a direct
result of the overall similarity in the force-balance setup
within the models. Specifically, Showman et al. (2011)
argue that near the equator, the horizontal pressure-
gradient acceleration caused by the asymmetric irradi-
ation is balanced by the advective acceleration. Mean-
while, Coriolis force takes the place of advective accelera-
tion as the primary balancing term in the mid-latitudes.
Both force-balances yield ∼ km/s as the characteristic
wind speeds, in agreement with the numerical models.
Finally, in GCMs that resolve the vertical structure of
the atmosphere (e.g. Showman et al. (2008); Menou &
Rauscher (2009); Heng et al. (2011)) eastward jets con-
sistently dominate the lower atmosphere while the upper
atmosphere is characterized by more or less symmetric
dayside-to-nightside circulation. In other words, winds
originate at the sub-solar point and flow to the anti-solar
point over the terminator in the upper atmosphere. The
transition between the circulation patterns takes place at
P ∼ 0.1− 0.01 bars and is a consequence of the substan-
tial reduction of the radiative time constant with dimin-
ishing pressure (Iro et al. 2005). In particular, because
the radiative adjustment timescale is much shorter than
the advective timescale in the upper atmosphere, the flow
is unable to perturb the temperature structure away from
radiative equilibrium significantly. Figure (1) depicts a
schematic representation of the characteristic features of
atmospheric circulation on Hot Jupiters.
1.2. Magnetically Dragged Global Circulation Models
There exists another important, distinctive feature of
Hot Jupiter atmospheres, namely their non-negligible
electrical conductivity (see Figure 2). Electrical conduc-
tivity in Hot Jupiter atmospheres does not originate from
the ionization of H or He, but rather from the stripping
of the valence electrons belonging to alkali metals such as
K and Na (Batygin & Stevenson 2010; Perna et al. 2010).
While these elements are thought to be present in trace
abundances (e.g. [K]/[H] ∼ 10−6.5, [Na]/[H] ∼ 10−5.5)
(Lodders 1999), temperatures of ∼ 2000K at upper at-
mospheric pressures, lead to total and partial ionization
of K and Na respectively. In fact, at mbar levels, the con-
ductivity can reach values as high as σ ∼ 1 S/m (Batygin
et al. 2011; Rauscher & Menou 2012; Heng 2012). Fur-
thermore, it is generally expected that much like solar
system gas giants, Hot Jupiters posses interior dynamos,
that produce surface fields comparable to, or in slight ex-
Fig. 1.— A schematic diagram of the problem considered in this
work. A spin-pole aligned dipole magnetic field is thought to arise
from a dynamo operating in the deep interior of the planet. As a
result of thermal ionization of Alkali metals present in the radia-
tive atmosphere, the interactions between high-velocity flows and
the background field lead to non-trivial corrections to the hydro-
dynamic solution of the global atmospheric circulation. It is likely
that the topologically more complex dayside-to-nightside flows in
the upper atmosphere (P ∼ mbar) are more affected by magneto-
hydrodynamic effects than the zonal flows that reside in the deep
atmosphere.
cess of Jupiter’s field1 (e.g. B ∼ 3−30 Gauss) (Stevenson
2003; Christensen et al. 2009). Consequently, there is a
distinct possibility that atmospheric circulation on Hot
Jupiters may be in part magnetically controlled. That is
to say, highly irradiated atmospheres may be sufficiently
conductive for the Lorentz force to play an appreciable,
if not dominant role in the force-balance.
Realizing the potential importance of the coupling be-
tween the mean flow and the planetary magnetic field,
Perna et al. (2010) modeled the Lorentz force as a
Rayleigh drag (a velocity-dependent force that opposes
the flow) and incorporated it into the GCM previously
utilized by Menou & Rauscher (2010). This effort was
later amended by Rauscher & Menou (2013), who also
modeled the Lorentz force as a Rayleigh drag but self-
consistently accounted for spatial variability in the elec-
trical conductivity (by extension the drag timescale) in
the weather layer. The results obtained with dragged
GCMs exhibit significant differences in the obtained flow
velocities relative to the standard GCMs. Namely, Perna
et al. (2010) found a factor of ∼ 3 decrease in the peak
wind speeds as the background dipole magnetic field
was increased from Bdip = 3 G to Bdip = 30 G, while
Rauscher & Menou (2012) found a similar decline in the
jet speeds as the field was increased from Bdip = 0 G to
Bdip = 10 G. The magnetic limitation of the peak wind
speeds is of considerable importance as it may prevent
the global circulation from approaching a super-sonic
state (note that the characteristic sound speed is order
cs ∼
√
kBT/µ ∼ 3 km/s, where kB is Boltzmann’s con-
1 Although, it is possible that bodies with diminished internal
heat fluxes (see e.g. Burrows et al. (2007)) may have comparatively
lower fields. Unfortunately at present, strengths and morpholo-
gies of exoplanetary magnetic fields remain observationally elusive
(Hallinan et al. 2013).
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Fig. 2.— Electrical conductivity at various pressure levels in a
typical Hot Jupiter atmosphere. The conductivity arises as a result
of thermal ionization of Alkali metals and the curves are computed
as done in (Batygin & Stevenson 2010). While the ionization of K
dominates at lower temperatures, it saturates at T ∼ 1500K, giving
way to Na as the primary additional source of free electrons. Note
that the conductivity is only weakly dependent on density.
stant, T is the temperature, and µ is the mean molecular
weight), thereby inhibiting the formation of shocks.
1.3. The Necessity for Magnetohydrodynamic
Circulation Models
Although dragged 3D GCMs clearly highlight the
quantitative importance of the magnetic effects in Hot
Jupiter atmospheres, they fail to accentuate significant
qualitative differences in the obtained flows. Specifically,
much like conventional GCMs, magnetically dragged
GCMs still show deep-seated zonal jets, overlaid by com-
plex flow patterns that intersect the poles of the planets.
This lack of qualitative differences may arise from two
distinct possibilities. The first is that beyond diminish-
ing the peak wind speeds, the background magnetic field
has little effect on the global circulation. In actuality,
this may very well be true for pressure levels where the
circulation is dominated by zonal jets, because of the
geometrical simplicity of the flow-field interactions. In-
deed, the coupling between the zonal flow and the pole-
aligned background dipole field is azimuthally symmet-
ric: differentially rotating jets convert the poloidal field
into toroidal field (Liu et al. 2008; Batygin & Stevenson
2010). As will be discussed in detail below, beyond the
reduction of velocities, this conversion poses few dynam-
ical ramifications for the jets. Furthermore, owing to
higher pressure and somewhat diminished temperatures
compared with the upper atmosphere (and the associ-
ated decrease in conductivity), the zonal jets may reside
in the kinematic regime, where the effects of the Lorentz
force are modest (Batygin et al. 2011; Menou 2012).
The second possibility is that although in reality the
interactions with the background field impel the circula-
tion to strongly deviate from its purely hydrodynamical
counterpart, the procedure of modeling the Lorentz force
as a Rayleigh drag does not capture the essential features
of the dynamics. This is likely true in the upper at-
mosphere, where azimuthal symmetry is broken and the
flow takes on a more topologically complex form. Af-
ter all, in such a setting there is no requirement for the
Lorentz force to simply oppose the flow everywhere, as is
done by Rayleigh drag. Thus, there is a distinct possibil-
ity that previous modeling efforts have consistently mis-
represented the circulation patterns of the upper atmo-
spheres of Hot Jupiters. Accordingly, the investigation
of this possibility is the primary purpose of this work.
A statistically sound comparison between theoretical
models and observations requires the incremental de-
crease in the goodness of fit to outweigh the cost of in-
troducing new degrees of freedom into the model (see
Rodgers (2000) for an in-depth review). Within the con-
text of extrasolar planets, the limitations in observational
capabilities and the quality of the data render the con-
struction of highly sophisticated models unjustified (Line
et al. 2012). Although a rigorous comparison with ob-
servational data is not the focus of this paper, our mod-
eling efforts will lie in the same rudimentary spirit. In
other words, here we shall focus on understanding the
qualitative, rather than quantitative nature of the circu-
lation. Numerous simplifying assumptions will be made
and the representation of the flow (including flow veloc-
ities, dayside-to-nightside temperature differences, etc)
should only be viewed as approximate. However unlike
all previous works on the subject, the model we shall uti-
lize will remain self-consistently magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHD). In taking this approach, we hope to successfully
capture the essential features of magnetic effects in highly
irradiated planetary atmospheres.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the equations inherent to our numerical GCM
and reproduce the main features of Hot Jupiter atmo-
spheric flows in the purely hydrodynamic regime. In
section 3, we discuss the qualitative features of the at-
mospheric flows, treating the Lorentz force as a hydrody-
namic drag. Specifically, we develop an analytical theory
for magetically-dragged circulation patterns in the upper
atmosphere and test the resulting scaling law against nu-
merical simulations with enhanced viscosity and explore
the effects of varying the radiative timescale. In sec-
tion 4, we introduce a pole-aligned background magnetic
field and demonstrate the transition of the upper atmo-
sphere’s dayside-to-nightside circulation into a globally
zonal state with the onset of the background field. We
conclude and discuss our results in section 5.
2. NUMERICAL GLOBAL CIRCULATION MODEL
The Hot Jupiter GCM we have adopted here is a vari-
ant of the numerical geodynamo model constructed by
Kuang & Bloxham (1999). Since its conception, the
model’s versatility has been exploited extensively to ex-
plain the geodynamo (Kuang & Bloxham 1999; Dumb-
erry & Bloxham 2002), the ancient Martian dyanamo
(Stanley et al. 2008), Mercury’s thin-shell dyanamo
(Stanley et al. 2005; Zuber et al. 2007), Saturn’s dynamo
(Stanley 2010), as well as dynamos of Uranus & Neptune
(Stanley & Bloxham 2004, 2006).
The details of the implementation of the model and
the utilized numerical methods are throughly described
by Kuang & Bloxham (1999). Here, rather than exhaus-
tively restating the particularities of the framework, we
limit ourselves to presenting the set of equations under
consideration and the underlying assumptions, while re-
ferring the interested reader to Kuang & Bloxham (1999)
for further information.
2.1. The Governing Equations
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Momentum.— The circulation model solves the Navier-
Stokes equation for an electrically conductive, Boussi-
nesq fluid
Dv
Dt
= −2Ω× v − ∇P
ρ¯
+
δρ
ρ¯
g +
J×B
ρ¯
+ ν∇2v (1)
in a rotating spherical shell of finite thickness. Here,
D/Dt = ∂/∂t+ v · ∇ is the material derivative, v is the
velocity vector, Ω = (2pi/T )zˆ is the rotation vector, P
is the modified pressure, ρ is the density, J is the cur-
rent density and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The bar
denotes an average, whereas δ denotes the perturbation
away from the background state. The density and tem-
perature are related to the pressure through the ideal gas
equation of state2:
P =
ρ
µ
kBT, (2)
where P is the total pressure. The dynamic domain
where the equation is solved is confined above a rigidly
rotating spherical shell. We denote the inner and outer
radii of the atmosphere as r1 < r2 respectively.
Continuity.— The model is formally 3D and the verti-
cal component of the motion enters into the continuity
equation:
∇ · v = 0. (3)
However, the nearly-constant density, incompressible
fluid approximation prevents us from self-consistently
modeling a radially extensive atmosphere. Indeed, the
atmospheric density does not change, except by thermal
expansion/contraction3:
δρ
ρ¯
= −δT
T¯
. (4)
Consequently, we limit the thickness of the atmosphere
to a single scale-height in our simulations: r2 − r1 =
H = kBT¯ /µg, where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
Additionally, we set r1 = R, the radius of the planet.
Generally, because of the above-stated reasons, our
model should be viewed as more closely related to the 2D
shallow-water GCMs (Cho et al. 2003; Langton & Laugh-
lin 2008) rather than the family of 3D models (Showman
et al. 2009; Perna et al. 2010; Rauscher & Menou 2012).
However, proper treatment of the of the induction equa-
tion (see below) in absence of pre-described symmetry
requires the model to remain 3 dimensional.
Energy.— The energy equation, that governs the tem-
perature, inherent to the model reads:
DT
Dt
= κ∇2T, (5)
where κ is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity (kept con-
stant throughout the computational domain). Strictly
speaking, this equation governs diffusive heat flux and
(in direct interpretation) is unsuitable for modeling a
medium where energy transport is accomplished mainly
2 In practice, the equation of state only enters the Boussinesq
equations indirectly, through the thermal expansion coefficient.
3 Recall that for an ideal gas, the coefficient of thermal expansion
is α = (1/V )(∂V/∂T )P = 1/T .
by radiation. This is because the above equation rests on
the approximations of short photon mean free path and
the neglect of the temperature-dependence of the opac-
ity (in the context of the Boussinesq treatment employed
here, the latter makes sense but the former breaks down
at pressure levels corresponding to optical depth of order
unity, allowing for only a crude approximation to real-
ity). However, shall it be possible to relate κ to radiative
properties of the gas, the above energy equation can still
be used to effectively mimic the appropriate heat trans-
port.
In a radiatively-dominated atmosphere, the correct en-
ergy equation reads (Peixoto & Oort 1992)
DT
Dt
=
1
ρ¯cp
∇ · F , (6)
where cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure
and F is the radiative heat flux. The expression for the
radiative heat flux reads (Clayton 1968):
F = 4σsbT¯
3
3ρ¯ψ
∇T, (7)
where σsb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ψ is the
opacity. At this point, the relationship between κ and
the atmospheric temperature, density, opacity, and heat
capacity is obvious. However, before proceeding further,
let us recall that to an order of magnitude, the New-
tonian cooling timescale τN is given by the ratio of the
atmosphere’s excess heat content to its excess radiative
flux:
τN ' ρ¯cpH
4σsbT¯ 3
. (8)
Consequently, we may express:
κ =
4σsbT¯
3
3ρ¯2cPψ
' H
2
τN
, (9)
where we have implicitly assumed an infrared optical
depth of order unity at the pressure-level of interest. The
relationship between κ and τN is convenient, as it can be
related to previous works. In particular, Showman et
al. (2008) have calculated τN using a state of the art
radiative transfer model and tabulated the results on a
pressure-temperature grid. Here, we utilize their compu-
tations as a guide in estimating the thermal diffusivity.
Note that we could have arrived at the relationship (9)
more intuitively by dimensional analysis. Specifically,
noting that the radial extent of the atmosphere is much
smaller than the lateral extent, the relevant length scale
is the vertical scale-height, H. Meanwhile, because the
heat transport is primarily radiative, τN is clearly the
relevant timescale. Bearing in mind the units of diffu-
sivities (i.e. m2/s), equation (9) naturally emerges as an
estimate.
Magnetic Field.— The evolution of the magnetic field is
governed by the induction equation (Moffatt 1978)
∂B
∂t
= η∇2B +∇× (v ×B), (10)
where η = 1/µ0σ is the magnetic diffusivity (kept con-
stant throughout the computational domain) and µ0 is
the permeability of free space. Meanwhile, the absence of
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magnetic monopoles implies a divergence-free magnetic
field:
∇ ·B = 0. (11)
Once the structure of B is known, the current density
(within the MHD approximation) is given by
J =
1
µ0
∇×B. (12)
At this point, the full set of governing differential equa-
tions is presented. Paired with a matching set of bound-
ary and initial conditions, the system can be integrated
forward in time self-consistently.
The equations are solved using a mixed spectral–finite
difference algorithm and following Kuang & Bloxham
(1999), the spherical harmonic decomposition is taken
up to degree `max = 33 in the latitude mmax = 21 in the
azimuthal angle. The computational domain is broken
up into 64 radial shells. The model is integrated forward
in time until equilibration in the thermal, kinetic and
magnetic energies is attained.
2.2. Boundary and Initial Conditions
The physical parameters employed in the numerical
experiments we report are loosely based on the planet
HD209458b (Charbonneau et al. 2000). Aside from being
the first extrasolar planet found to transit its host star,
it has become a canonical example used in the studies of
Hot Jupiter atmospheres (Burrows et al. 2007; Snellen et
al. 2010). To this day, (along with HD189733b (Knutson
et al. 2009)) it remains the best characterized extrasolar
planet. The object has a mass M = 0.69MJup, a radius
R = 1.35RJup and a rotational (assumed synchronous
with orbit) period of THD209458b = 3.5 days.
Momentum.— Because we are integrating a quasi-2D at-
mospheric shell, intended to be representative of a single
pressure level, we apply impenetrable, stress-free bound-
ary conditions to the velocity field. Thus, flows are free to
develop without friction along the boundaries, although
at initialization the planet is cast into solid-body rotation
meaning v = 0 at t = 0.
Energy.— The temperature is initialized at T¯ = 2000K
with δT/T¯ = δρ/ρ¯ = 0. The atmosphere is kept stably-
stratified by the imposition of a stable background tem-
perature gradient (set to the adiabatic lapse rate h =
g/cp) similar to the implementation in other Boussinesq
dynamo models with stable layers (e.g. Stanley & Mo-
hammadi (2008); Stanley (2010); Christensen & Wicht
(2008)). Additionally, an azimuthally variable heat-flux
is applied at the outer boundary, r2, to account for the
variable stellar irradiation (in practice it doesn’t matter
whether the variable heat flux is applied at the outer or
the inner boundaries, since it is the horizontal temper-
ature gradient that controls the flow). The functional
form of the heat-flux is chosen to be that of the F ∝ Y 11
spherical harmonic, while the amplitude is taken to be a
free parameter (see the discussion in the next section).
Magnetic Field.— Nominally, an electrical conductivity
of σ = 1S/m, characteristic of P ' 1mbar, T ' 2000K
is prescribed to the computational domain. Simultane-
ously, negligible electrical conductivity is assigned out-
side the computational domain. That is, σ ' 0 at r < r1
and r > r2, meaning all of the current generated by the
atmospheric flow is confined to the weather layer. This
is in agreement with the approach of Perna et al. (2010);
Rauscher & Menou (2013), but in some contrast with the
analytical work of Batygin & Stevenson (2010); Batygin
et al. (2011), where the current is allowed to penetrate
the convective interior of the planet.
Because this work is primarily aimed at studying the
upper atmosphere, the pressure-level of interest may re-
side above the atmospheric temperature inversion, char-
acteristic of some Hot Jupiter atmospheres (Burrows et
al. 2007; Spiegel et al. 2009). The presence of such an in-
version may provide an electrically insulating layer4, jus-
tifying σ ' 0 at r < r1. The capability of electrical cur-
rents to penetrate the upper atmosphere and close in the
magnetosphere is determined by the upper atmosphere’s
temperature structure and the abundance of Alkali met-
als at P . 1 mbar altitudes. Although a clear possibil-
ity, the physics of atmosphere-magnetosphere coupling is
no-doubt complex and is beyond the scope of the present
study. Consequently, we neglect it for the sake of sim-
plicity.
In all of our simulations, we initialize J = 0 in the
weather layer. However, the weather layer is still perme-
ated by the background magnetic field, Bdip, presumed
to be generated by dynamo action in the convective in-
terior of the planet. This zero current field reads:
Bdip = ∇×
(
km
sin(θ)
r2
φˆ
)
, (13)
where km is a constant that sets the surface field strength
i.e. |Bdip| = km/R3 at the equator. Within the context
of the model, the background field is implemented by
modifying the governing equations to account for a time-
independent axially-dipolar external field. This occurs
specifically in two terms. In the momentum equation (1),
the Lorenz force (J×B)/ρ¯ is replaced by J×(B+Bdip)/ρ¯.
In the magnetic induction equation (10), the induction
term∇×(v×B) is replaced by∇×(v×(B+Bdip)). This
method is similar to that used by Sarson et al. (1997) and
Cebron et al. (2012) to implement external fields.
2.3. Dimensionless Numbers
Upon non-dimensionalization of the governing equa-
tions (Kuang & Bloxham 1999), we obtain 6 dimension-
less numbers that completely describe the system. They
are the Ekman number E, the magnetic Rossby num-
ber Ro, the magnetic Prandtl number q, the magnetic
Rayleigh number Rth and the aspect ratio χ as well as
an additional value, Γ, that parameterizes the incoming
stellar flux. In terms of physical parameters, these quan-
tities read:
E≡ ν
2ΩR2 , Ro ≡
η
2ΩR2 , Γ ≡
F
κρ¯cph
,
q ≡ κ
η
, Rth ≡ ghR
2
2T¯Ωη
, χ ≡ HR . (14)
The aspect ratio of the atmosphere we consider is
4 This idea is not new. The models of Batygin & Stevenson
(2010) as well as Batygin et al. (2011) used the presence of such a
layer to confine the current generated by zonal flows to the lower
atmosphere and the interior of the planet.
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χ = 7×10−3. For numerical stability, the model requires
the Ekman number to exceed a critical value (which
we adopt in the simulations) of order Ecrit ∼ 10−5. If
we consider the molecular viscosity of Hydrogen ν =
n¯a
√
3kBT¯ /mH2/2, where n¯ is the number density and
a is the molecular cross-section, we obtain a hopelessly
small E ∼ 10−20  Ecrit at mbar pressure. We note
that the actual Ekman number is orders of magnitude
higher, since on the global planetary scale, small-scale
turbulence is a far more relevant source of viscosity than
transfer of momentum at the molecular level (Peixoto &
Oort 1992). Still, the true value of E is probably much
smaller than Ecrit.
For a given electrical conductivity (equivalently dif-
fusivity), Ro and Rth simply encompass the physical
units of the model. Specifically, for σ = 1S/m, Ro =
1.79 × 10−6 and Rth = 1.38 × 109. Meanwhile, all of
the information regarding the considered pressure level
is provided by q. Taking σ = 1S/m as before, we obtain
q ' 6, 60 and 600, corresponding to τN = 105, 104, and
103 sec, appropriate for P = 1, 0.1 and 0.001 bars respec-
tively. Finally, as already mentioned above, we take Γ to
be an adjustable parameter, tuned to obtain the desired
temperature gradients. It is important to note that our
model differs somewhat from typical dynamo models in
a sense that Γ, rather than Rth, parameterizes the extent
to which the system is driven.
Let us conclude the description of the numerical model
with a brief discussion of its shortcomings as a guide for
future work. First and foremost, the limitation of the
atmosphere to a single scale-height may be prejudicial,
as previous work has shown that including an extended
vertical extent of the atmosphere is important to capture
circulation features (Heng et al. 2011). Second, while
we have kept thermal and magnetic diffusivities uniform
throughout the computational domain, it should be un-
derstood that in reality these values vary with tempera-
ture and pressure. Third, an implicit assumption of an
infrared optical depth of order unity is rather crude at ∼
mbar pressure levels and should be lifted in more rigorous
treatments of radiative transfer. Finally, as already men-
tioned above, the artificially enhanced viscosity inherent
to our model almost certainly smoothes out smaller-scale
flow to an unphysical extent.
2.4. Hydrodynamical Simulations
Prior to performing unabridged MHD simulations, it is
useful to first compare our model to previously published
results. Accordingly, we begin by setting the strength of
the background field to Bdip = 0. Because the compu-
tational domain is initialized with a null current density,
no magnetic fields are generated yielding purely hydro-
dynamic simulations.
Horizontal slices of the atmosphere (through the center
of the computational domain) in the cylindrical projec-
tion are shown in Figure (3). The figures are centered
on the substellar point and the background color shows
the temperature distribution. The arrows denote the cir-
culation vector field. Peak wind speeds as well as the
maximal temperature deviations from T¯ = 2000K are
labeled.
The typically observed transition from zonal flows to
dayside-nightside flows is observed as the pressure is de-
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Fig. 3.— Hydrodynamical simulations of the global circulation
obtained using the numerical global circulation model of Kuang &
Bloxham (1999). The arrows depict the currents of the flow and
the color map is representative of the temperature structure. The
background and initial atmospheric magnetic fields are set to zero,
while the variable heat flux used to mimic insolation is tuned such
that the maximal deviation of temperature from the background
state is δTmax = 620K. The three panels of the Figure correspond
to different pressure levels: P = 1 mbar (A), P = 0.1 bar (B) and
P = 1 bar (C). Note that here, we have plotted the latitude, rather
than colatitude used throughout the paper on the y-axis.
creased sequentially from P = 1 bars (Panel C of Figure
3) to P = 0.001 bars (Panel A of Figure 3). However, im-
portant differences exist in our results, contrasted against
say, the results of Showman et al. (2008). The first im-
portant distinction is that in the zonally-dominated pa-
rameter regime, rather than developing a single broad
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jet, our model shows the development of three counter-
rotating jets.
This is a simple consequence of angular momentum
conservation in the computational domain, and is not
uncharacteristic of 2D models (Showman et al. 2011).
Because of free-slip boundary conditions employed in our
model, the atmosphere is not allowed to exchange angu-
lar momentum with the interior. As such, because the
atmosphere is initialized in solid-body rotation, the de-
velopment of any prograde jets must be accompanied by
the development of retrograde jets. Because the retro-
grade jets reside at a high latitude θret, whereas the pro-
grade jets are essentially equatorial, angular momentum
conservation requires them to be faster by a factor of
|vret/vpro| ∼ 1/ cos θret, as observed in the simulations.
The angular momentum conserving 3D simulations of
Heng et al. (2011) exhibit similar behavior, although in
their model the counter-rotating jets develop below the
prograde ones, and are considerably slower because of
the associated density enhancement.
The second distinction of interest is the direction of
the equatorial jet. While 3D GCMs consistently produce
eastward equatorial jets, the equatorial jets in our hy-
drodynamical simulations are westward. This is not too
surprising, as shallow-water and equivalent barotropic
models are known to produce both eastward and west-
ward equatorial jets, depending on the details of the sim-
ulation setup (Showman et al. 2011; Heng et al. 2011).
Consequently, this difference can probably be attributed
to the limited vertical extent of our model.
The third important difference is the fact that flow ve-
locities are not consistent along the pressure levels. In
particular for the same values of δT , zonal flows have
∼ few km/s peak wind speeds, while the dayside-to-
nightside flows are more than an order of magnitdue
slower. This is largely a consequence of difference in
the geometry of the circulation and the fact that vis-
cosity enters as a significant member in the force bal-
ance for dayside-to-nightside flows. This can be seen by
approximating ν∇2 ∼ ν/L2 (Holton 1992), where L is
a characteristic length scale associated with the curva-
ture of the circulation. For zonal jets, Lz ∼ R while
for dayside-to-nightside circulation, the return flow is in
part radial implying Ldn ∼ H. As will be shown in the
following section, faster velocities can be attained by ei-
ther increasing the aspect ratio of the atmosphere or by
artificially enhancing the radiative heat flux, as a result
of a linear proportionality between peak wind speeds and
δT . An additional point of importance is that in typical
3D simulations, dayside-to-nightside circulation is nearly
uniform over the terminator with the return flow residing
at greater depth, while our results depict a partial return
flow over the poles. This is again a consequence of the
quasi-2D geometry of our model.
Although these quantitative distinctions are certainly
worthy of attention, the typical features of the flow are
approximately captured by our simplified model. Con-
sequently, while being mindful of the model’s limitation
we do not view the quantitative dissimilarities as criti-
cal, as they are not central to the argument of the paper.
After all, recall that we are primarily concerned with the
possibility of a qualitative alteration of the dayside-to-
nightside flow by magnetic effects.
3. DRAGGED CIRCULATION IN THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERE
In the previous section, we performed baseline hydro-
dynamical simulations of atmospheric circulation at dif-
ferent pressure levels. In the following sections, we will
focus primarily on the mbar pressure level, where the flow
takes on a dayside-to-nightside character. As discussed
above, in our simulations viscosity plays an important
role in determining the flow velocities. Conceptually, the
situation may be synonymous to simulations of invicid
GCMs that parameterize the effect of magnetic coupling
as Rayleigh drag (Perna et al. 2010; Rauscher & Menou
2012). In interest of understanding the dependence of
the flow velocities on the magnitude of the dayside-to-
nightside temperature gradient as well as the imposed
frictional forces, in this section we shall develop a simple
analytical model for dragged upper-atmospheric circula-
tion and confirm it numerically.
3.1. Analytical Theory
Let us begin with estimation of characteristic
timescales. In order to accomplish this, we first simplify
the Lorentz and viscous forces to resemble the functional
form of Rayleigh drag. Utilizing Ohm’s law, we have5 :
J×B
ρ¯
∼ σ(v ×Bdip)×Bdip
ρ¯
∼ −
(
σk2m
R6ρ¯
)
v = − v
τL
ν∇2v∼−
(
3
ν
R2
)
v = − v
τν
(15)
This allows us to rewrite equation (1) in a simpler form:
Dv
Dt
= −2Ω× v − ∇P
ρ¯
+
δρ
ρ¯
g − v
τf
, (16)
where τf = (1/τL + 1/τν)
−1. Taking |Bdip| = 1 G, the
characteristic timescales are: τL ∼ 103 sec and τν ∼ 105
sec. Other relevant timescales in the problem is the ro-
tational (Coriolis) timescale τΩ ∼ 2pi/Ω ∼ 105 sec, radia-
tive timescale τN ∼ 103 sec and the advective timescale
τadv ∼ R/v ∼ 105 sec.
There exists a clear separation of timescales in the
system. As a result, upon including the parameterized
Lorentz force into the equations of motion, the inertial
and Coriolis terms can be dropped (the viscous term can
be dropped as well, although this simplification is un-
necessary). The removal of the inertial terms implies a
steady-state solution. The removal of the Coriolis term
creates a symmetry characterized by an axis that inter-
sects the sub-solar and anti-solar points. Taking advan-
tage of this symmetry, we orient the polar axis of the
coordinate system such that it intersects the sub-solar
point. Upon doing so, we can specify a null azimuthal
velocity and drop all azimuthal derivatives in the equa-
tions of motion. In a local cartesian reference frame, this
leaves us with horizontal (yˆ) and vertical (zˆ) momentum
equations, where the latter simplifies to the equation of
5 Although this approximation is often made, it is not necessarily
sensible for systems where the magnetic Reynold’s number, Rem ≡
vL/η  1. Adopting v ∼ km/s and L ∼ H, we obtain Rem ∼
103, placing the magnetic drag approximation on shaky footing.
Further, the electric field in Ohm’s law can only be neglected when
the radial current is negligible.
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hydrostatic balance:
1
ρ¯
∂P
∂y
= −vy
τf
1
ρ¯
∂P
∂z
= g
δT
T¯
(17)
Following Schneider & Lindzen (1977) and Held & Hou
(1980), we shall adopt a Newtonian energy equation with
implicit stable stratification (recall that we have set the
potential temperature gradient to h = g/cp):
ξvz
(
g
cp
)
= −δT − δTrad
τN
. (18)
Here, ξ > 1 is a constant that parameterizes lateral heat
advection and δTrad is a purely radiative perturbation to
the background state, T¯ . In other words, as the damping
of the circulation is strengthened and v → 0, δT → δTrad.
Retaining the incompressibility condition (3), we intro-
duce a stream-function Ψ, defined through v = ∇ × Ψ
(Landau & Lifshitz 1959). Taking a partial derivative of
the y-momentum equation with respect to z and of the
z-momentum equation with respect to y, we obtain
− 1
τf
∂2Ψ
∂z2
=
g
T¯
∂(δT )
∂y
. (19)
Taking a derivative of equation (19) with respect to y
and switching the order of partial differentiation yields:
− 1
τf
∂
∂z
(
∂2Ψ
∂y∂z
)
=
g
T¯
∂2(δT )
∂y2
. (20)
Meanwhile, differentiating the Newtonian cooling equa-
tion (18) with respect to z gives:(
∂2Ψ
∂y∂z
)
=
cp
gξ
∂
∂z
(
δT − δTrad
τN
)
, (21)
allowing us to eliminate ∂2Ψ/∂y∂z:
∂2(δTrad)
∂z2
− ∂
2(δT )
∂z2
= ξ
τfτNg
2
cpT¯
∂2(δT )
∂y2
. (22)
Note that g2/cpT¯ is simply the square of the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency for an isothermal atmosphere.
Equation (22) admits the trial solutions
δ Trad = (δT
0
rad) cos
( y
R
)
sin
(piz
H
)
δ T = (δT 0) cos
( y
R
)
sin
(piz
H
)
, (23)
where (δT 0rad) and (δT
0) are constants that represent the
maximal deviations in the respective quantities from the
background state. Note that (δT 0rad) is a parameter in-
herent to the model rather than a variable. Upon sub-
stitution of the above solutions (23) into equation (22),
we obtain a relationship between (δT 0) and (δT 0rad):
(δT 0) = (δT 0rad)
[
1 + ξζ
τfτNg
2
pi2cpT¯
(H
R
)2]−1
. (24)
In the above equation, ζ is an empirical factor that has
been introduced to account for the approximations in-
herent to equations (15).
With an analytical solution for the temperature pertur-
bation in hand, we substitute equations (23) into equa-
tion (19) and integrate twice to obtain:
Ψ =
[
gζτfH2(δT 0)
pi2T¯R
]
sin
( y
R
)
sin
(piz
H
)
xˆ. (25)
This solution implies the same functional form for
laterally-averaged heat transport in the vertical and hor-
izontal advection terms in the energy equation (6), lend-
ing some support for the approximation inherent to equa-
tion (18). Once the stream function is obtained, the
maximal horizontal and vertical velocities are given by:
vmaxy = Ψ0
pi
H v
max
z = Ψ0
1
R , (26)
where Ψ0 is the term in square brackets in (25). Note
that the above theory automatically implies a quasi-2D
flow since vmaxz /v
max
y ∼ (H/R) 1.
3.2. Numerical Experiments
With a simple analytical theory at hand, we performed
a series of numerical simulations, varying the radiative
and drag timescales in the ranges 102 < τN < 10
3 sec and
103 < τf < 10
5 sec. Although we observed a considerable
variability in the wind speeds and dayside-to-nightside
temperature differences in our simulations, the nature
of the flow was largely the same as that seen in panel
A of Figure (3) across the runs. The peak wind speeds
obtained in the simulations as functions of τN and τf are
presented as black dots in Figure (4).
In addition to the simulation results, Figure (4) shows
vmaxy given by equation (26) for the same parameters. As
can be seen from the figures, the scaling law inherent to
equation (25) matches the numerical experiments quite
well. Extrapolating towards larger values of τf , it can be
inferred that our simulations would have produced peak
wind speeds of order ∼ km/s if not for the numerical
requirements of enhanced viscosity. However, it can also
be expected that the character of the flow would also
change qualitatively with diminishing viscosity, as the
force balance shifts away from that implied by equations
(15)6.
It should be kept in mind that the adjustable param-
eters ξ and ζ were fit to the data. Moreover, the value
of (δT 0rad) = 3360K
7 was chosen by running a simula-
tion where viscous forces completely dominated the force
balance ensuring v = 0. In other words, the quan-
titative agreement seen in Figure (4) is a consequence
of the fact that the adjustable parameters of the an-
alytical solution have been fit to the numerical data,
but the fact that the functional form of the analytical
model conforms with numerical experiments suggest that
the stream-function (25) captures the main features of
dragged upper-atmospheric circulation on Hot Jupiters.
4. MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED CIRCULATION
In the last section, we examined the extent to which
dayside-nightside flow can be damped by imposing a
6 In fact, even for the nominal simulation shown in panel A of
Figure (3), the flow patterns do not exactly follow the analytical
streamfunction (25).
7 Note that strictly speaking, this is an unphysical value, that
highlights the limitations of our model.
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Fig. 4.— Dependence of peak wind speeds on the radiative and drag timescales obtained within the context of dragged hydrodynamical
solutions. The black points represent the results of numerical experiments, where enhanced viscosity is used to mimic the effects of the
magnetic field, while the curves represent the analytical solution derived from equations (23) and (25). The values ξ = 8630 and ζ = 0.16
have been adopted for the analytical solution. Note that the fact that ξ  1 is simply a consequence of the fact that lateral advection of
heat completely dominates over vertical advection of heat as the transport mechanism of importance. That is to say that in the numerical
solutions, vz(∂T/∂z) vy(∂T/∂y) Nominal values of τf and τN are adopted in panels A and B respectively.
drag. However, both the analytical theory and numer-
ical experiments showed that the qualitative character
of the circulation remained largely unchanged. As al-
ready mentioned in the introduction, the rough consis-
tency of the flow patterns across a range of characteristic
drag timescales is in broad agreement with the results of
“primitive” 3D GCMs (Perna et al. 2010; Rauscher &
Menou 2012). In this section, we challenge this assertion
with MHD calculations.
4.1. Theoretical Arguments
With the exception of a rather limited number of
problems, self-consistent magneto-hydrodynamic solu-
tions can only be attained with the aid of numerical
simulations. However, for the system at hand, the qual-
itative effect of magnetic induction can be understood
from simple theoretical considerations. As we already
argued, the two characteristic states of Hot Jupiter at-
mospheric circulation are a zonally-dominated state and
a meridionally-dominated state (Showman et al. 2011).
Whether or not a given configuration will be significantly
affected by the introduction of the magnetic field can be
established by analyzing its stability. More specifically,
we can work within a purely kinematic (rather than dy-
namic) framework to understand if the Lorentz force acts
to perturb the flow away from its hydrodynamic coun-
terpart or simply damps the circulation.
Zonal Flows.— Although not directly applicable, recent
studies of Ohmic dissipation that arises from zonal flows
performed by Liu et al. (2008) (within the context of
solar system gas giants) and by Batygin & Stevenson
(2010) as well as Menou (2012) (within the context of
Hot Jupiters) have already produced some results on a
related problem. Here we work in the same spirit as these
studies and prescribe the following functional form to the
zonal flow to approximately represent three jets, such as
those shown in panel C of Figure (3):
v˜ = v˜0 sin(3θ)φˆ, (27)
where v˜0 is a negative constant, whose magnitude corre-
sponds to the peak wind speed. This prescription triv-
ially satisfies the continuity equation (3), although we
note that a more realistic zonal flow should also exhibit
differential rotation.
The interaction between this flow and the background
magnetic field (13) will induce a field Bind in the at-
mosphere. Because Bdip is entirely poloidal, and v˜ is
strictly toroidal, Bind will also be strictly toroidal (Mof-
fatt 1978). As can be readily deduced from equation (10),
this means that Bind cannot interact with v˜ to further
induce new field unless v˜ deviates from a purely zonal
flow. As a result, in steady state, the induction equation
reads:
− η∇2Bind = ∇× (v˜ ×Bdip) = −6kmv˜0
r4
cos(θ) sin(θ)φˆ.
(28)
It is noteworthy that had we chosen to represent a sin-
gle broad jet (such as that seen in most 3D simula-
tions (Showman et al. 2008; Menou & Rauscher 2010;
Rauscher & Menou 2013)) by setting v˜ ∝ sin(θ) (in this
case v˜0 is positive), equation (28) would have looked the
same, with the exception of the coefficient on the RHS,
which would have been 2 instead of 6. As a result, it
should be kept in mind that the following kinematic so-
lution applies to the case of a single jet as well.
The angular part of equation (28) is satisfied by the
expression
Bind = A(r) cos(θ) sin(θ)φˆ, (29)
where A(r) is a yet undefined function. This form en-
sures that the meridional component of the induced cur-
rent vanishes at the poles. Meanwhile, the radial impene-
trability of the boundaries requires A(R) = A(R+H) =
0 as dictated by equation (12). With these boundary
conditions, equation (28) can be solved to yield
A(r) = 3kmv˜0(R− r)(H4 + 5H3R+ 10H2R2
+ 10HR3 + 4R4 −R3r −R2r2 −Rr3 − r4)/(2ηr3
× (H4 + 5H3R+ 10H2R2 + 10HR3 + 5R4)). (30)
The induced field and the associated electrical current
are shown in panel A of Figure (5).
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Fig. 5.— Toroidal magnetic fields induced in the atmospheric
shell. Panel A represents the kinematic analytical solution ob-
tained through equations (29) and (30), while panel B depicts a
result obtained from a dynamic numerical simulation, also shown
in panel C of Figure (6). Green colors correspond to eastward
(positive) fields, and the converse is true for blue colors. The con-
tour lines depict the associated electrical currents. The maximal
induced field strengths are max(Bind) = 0.64 G and max(Bind) =
0.52 G corresponding to the analytical solution (panel A) and the
numerical solution (panel B) respectively. Because the Lorentz
force associated with this induced field acts in the same sense as
the flow itself, it can only act to accelerate/decelerate the jets but
not alter their directions.
The Lorentz force that arises from the interactions be-
tween Bind and Bdip takes the form
FL =
(∇×Bind)×Bdip
ρµ0
=
(
σk2m
r6ρ
)
v˜0φˆ
× (3 sin(θ)(−11R(H+R)(H+ 2R)(H2 + 2HR
+ 2R2) + 9r(H4 + 5H3R+ 10H2R2 + 10HR3
+ 5R4)− r5) + sin(3θ)(−7R(H+R)(H+ 2R)
× (H2 + 2HR+ 2R2) + 5r(H4 + 5H3R
+ 10H2R2 + 10HR3 + 5R4) + 3r5))/(8r
× (H4 + 5H3R+ 10H2R2 + 10HR3 + 5R4)). (31)
Because the Lorentz force acts in the same sense as the
flow itself (that is, FL × v˜ = 0), it can only act to
accelerate/decelerate the jets but not alter their direc-
tions. Indeed, the functional form of FL is that of a
Rayleigh drag (equation 15), however the characteris-
tic timescale is non-uniform in latitude and radius i.e.
τL = f(r, θ). The non-uniformity we derive here should
not be confused with the variability in FL that can arise
from the spatial dependence of the electrical conductivity
(see Rauscher & Menou (2013)).
It is noteworthy that the radial dependence of FL can
give rise to differential rotation. However, this is not
particularly important, since in some similarity with the
above discussion, differential rotation will only induce
toroidal fields through the ω-effect (Moffatt 1978) and
will therefore only change the solution obtained here on
a detailed level (i.e. the added dependence of B˜ on r
will subtly modify the function A(r)). In other words, a
differentially rotating zonal flow still results in a purely
toroidal induced field.
For a sensible comparison with previous works (e.g.
(Perna et al. 2010; Menou 2012; Rauscher & Menou
2012)) and the simple theory presented in the previous
section, it is instructive to evaluate the maximal magni-
tude of FL, which corresponds to the upper and lower
boundaries of the domain in question8 i.e. r = R, r =
R+H. To leading order in χ, the expression reads:
max(FL) ' −6
(
σk2m
R6ρ
)
v˜0χ cos(θ)
2 sin(θ)φˆ. (32)
From this expression it is clear that FL acts primar-
ily in the mid-latiudes rather than the equator. As a
result, the damping of the jets is latitudinally differen-
tial, meaning that even if the flow is initially composed
of multiple bands (as we consider here), it will approach
a single equatorial jet as the conductivity and/or the
magnetic field is increased. Furthermore, recall that the
functional form of equation (32) is also valid in the case
of a single jet. Qualitatively, this seems to imply that
the Lorentz force acts to collimate the jet towards the
equator. Such an effect is sensible given that the radial
component of the field is stronger as one approaches the
pole for a simple dipole. However, it should also be kept
in mind that a true planetary magnetic field might be
more complicated, leading to further lack of triviality in
the circulation.
Dayside-to-Nightside Flows.— Let us now consider the
more topologically complex interaction between merid-
ional flows and a spin-pole aligned dipole magnetic field.
As in section (3.1) we shall work in a coordinate frame
where the polar axis intersects the sub-solar point and is
directed at the host star. Unlike the case of zonal circu-
lation, this configuration has no exploitable symmetry.
Consequently, a simple solution to the steady-state in-
duction equation (28) is difficult, if not impossible, to
obtain. We shall therefore make substantial simplifica-
tions.
In our prescription for the velocity field, we neglect
radial flow altogether (thereby violating continuity) and
adopt an expression similar to equation (27):
v˜ = v˜0 sin(θ)θˆ. (33)
Because of our choice of coordinate system, equation
(13) cannot be used directly. However, keeping in mind
8 Although the Lorentz force is equal and opposite at r = R
and r = R + H, its radial distribution is such that its vertically
integrated value acts to oppose the flow on average.
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that the background dipole field originates in a much
deeper region of the planet than the atmosphere, we can
write down the magnetic field in a current-free represen-
tation (Jackson 1998):
Bdip = −∇Υ = −∇
(
km
sin(θ) cos(φ)
r2
)
. (34)
As in Batygin & Stevenson (2010), we assume that
the induction term is dominated by the interaction with
the background field, rather than the induced field:
(v˜ ×B) ' (v˜ ×Bdip). Upon making this simplification
and uncurling equation (10), the steady state induction
equation reduces to Ohm’s law:
J = σ (v˜ ×∇Υ−∇Φ) , (35)
where ∇Φ is the electric field.
Because the current is necessarily divergence-free, the
scalar potential Φ can be obtained from the following
equation:
∇2Φ = ∇ · (v˜ ×∇Υ) = kmv˜0
r3
sin(θ) sin(φ). (36)
It can be easily checked that the angular part of this
relationship is satisfied by:
Φ = A(r) sin(θ) sin(φ). (37)
As before, confining the current to the atmosphere
implies the boundary conditions: kmv˜0 = R3A(R) =
(R+H)3A(R+H). In turn, the radial part of the solu-
tion reads:
A(r) =kmv˜0((−H(H2 + 3HR+ 3R2)(log(r) + 2)
+ log(R)(H3 + 3H2R+ 3HR2 +R3 + 2r3)
− (R3 + 2r3) log(H+R)))/(3Hr2
× (H2 + 3HR+ 3R2)). (38)
The induced current density can now be obtained
through Ohm’s law.
The Lorentz force can be approximated as originating
from the interactions between the induced current and
the background magnetic field. The resulting expression
is quite cumbersome. However, all of the important fea-
tures of FL can be seen by evaluating it at the center of
the dynamic domain. To leading order in χ, the expres-
sion takes the form:
F L|(r=R+H/2) '
(
σk2m
R6ρ
)
v˜0
×
[
rˆ cos(θ)(1− 2 sin2(θ) cos(2φ) + cos(2θ))/2
+ θˆ(sin(3θ)− sin(θ)) cos2(φ)
− 2φˆ sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)
]
. (39)
A similar evaluation of FL at r = R and r = R+H shows
that the rˆ and φˆ components of the force do not change
significantly with radius, although the θˆ component does.
Indeed, the Lorentz force that arises from the inter-
actions between the dayside-to-nightside circulation and
the background magnetic field does not only oppose the
flow. Instead, it acts to introduce both radial and zonal
components to the circulation. Importantly, the typical
magnitude of the zonal component of FL is commensu-
rate with the meridional component (although of course
their spatial dependence is different). As argued in sec-
tion (3.1), the characteristic timescale associated with
the Lorentz force is comparable to the radiative timescale
at mbar pressures and is generally shorter than that, cor-
responding to other relevant forces. This means that the
force-balance implied by equations (17) is in essence not
relevant to circulation on hot planetary atmospheres.
In summary, we conclude that dayside-to-nightside
flow is unstable to perturbations arising from the Lorentz
force. Consequently, we expect that the upper atmo-
spheric circulation will change qualitatively once a sub-
stantial magnetic field is introduced into the system. We
now turn our attention to numerical MHD simulations
with the aim of testing this presumption and quantifying
the dynamical state of magnetized upper atmospheres of
Hot Jupters.
4.2. Magnetohydrodynamic Simulations
The hydrodynamic simulation parameters are chosen
as described in section (2), corresponding to the P =
1mbar pressure level (i.e. τL = 10
3 sec.). We start out
with the equilibrated hydrodynamic flow shown in panel
A of Figure (3) and introduce a weak pole-aligned dipole
magnetic field into the system. Upon equilibration, we
take the approach of sequentially increasing the magni-
tude of Bdip. At each step, we allow the flow to reach a
steady state before increasing the field strength further.
We have checked that the flows obtained by successive
enhancement of Bdip are identical to those obtained by
initializing the atmosphere in solid-body rotation with a
given value of Bdip. Consequently, in agreement with Liu
& Showman (2012), we conclude that the obtained flows
are insensitive to initial conditions.
The panels of Figure (6) show the upper atmospheric
circulation for a series of magnetic field strengths. From
this series of results, a clear pattern emerges: as the
magnitude of Bdip is increased, the flow takes on an ex-
clusively zonal character. Specifically, it is clear that
the circulation patterns characteristic of |Bdip| = 0.33
G (panel B) are already markedly different from the
|Bdip| = 0.025 G case (panel A), which clearly resembles
the unmagnetized circulation. The flow is in essence en-
tirely azimuthal once the field is increased to |Bdip| = 0.5
G (panel C). This is in contrast to the non-uniformly
dragged simulations of Rauscher & Menou (2013), who
find the flow to become less zonally-dominated with en-
hanced field strength.
It is noteworthy that the flow speeds up once it takes
on a zonal nature. This is almost certainly due to the fact
that viscosity acting on vertical motion more strongly af-
fects the divergent flow, and is therefore not a physically
significant result. Increasing the field strength further
diminished the flow velocities but did not alter the qual-
itative nature of the solution, although somewhat higher
values of the Ekman number were required to ensure nu-
merical stability.
At the expense of a great inflation in the required com-
putational time, we have extended the simulations pre-
sented in Figure (6) to higher resolution. Namely, we
prolonged the spherical harmonic decomposition up to
degree `max = 34 and mmax = 29 while eliminating hy-
perviscosity from our runs entirely. Aside from a mild
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Fig. 6.— Magnetohydrodynamical simulations of the global cir-
culation performed using the numerical model of Kuang & Blox-
ham (1999). The arrows depict the currents of the flow and the
color map is representative of the temperature structure. All panels
correspond to the same pressure level, namely P = 1 mbar. How-
ever, the background magnetic field is gradually increased from
panel A to panel C. Clearly, the qualitative character of the flow
changes substantially once the field is increased above B ' 0.3 G
(Panel B). The fact that the flow transitions to a globally zonal
state at a value of background field strength that is considerably
smaller than the inferred field surface strengths of Hot Jupiters
suggests that dayside-to-nightside flows exist only on planets occu-
pying the cooler end of close-in orbital distribution. For reference,
the amplitudes of the axisymmetric component of the induced field
corresponding to panels A, B, and C are max(Bind) = 0.075, 0.35,
and 0.52 G respectively. Note that here, we have plotted the lat-
itude, rather than colatitude used throughout the paper on the
y-axis.
(i.e. few percent) increase in the velocities, the results ob-
served in these simulations were largely unchanged from
the nominal simulations. This implies that the presented
solutions do not depend sensitively on small-scale flows.
In other words, the transition of the atmosphere to a
state dominated by zonal jets is a result of interactions
between global circulation and the large-scale magnetic
field.
Provided the zonal nature of the flow observed in the
magnetized simulation, we can expect that the induced
field will be almost entirely toroidal and will approx-
imately be described by equations (29) and (30). As
shown in Figure (5), this indeed appears to be the case.
The numerically obtained azimuthal component of the
field (panel B) is qualitatively similar to its analytically
computed counterpart (panel A), although the field lines
are concentrated towards the vicinity of the equator in
the numerical solution (this is simply a consequence of
the fact that the circulation is not exactly given by the
expression (27)). The magnitude of the induced field is
also in good agreement with the analytical theory. For
v˜0 = 440 m/s, and km/R3 = 0.5 G, equation (29) yields
max(Bind) = 0.64 G, where as the numerically computed
value is max(Bind) = 0.52 G.
Unlike the case considered in the previous section
(where the Lorentz force is treated as a drag), within the
framework of MHD simulations, the relationship between
the peak wind speed and the temperature perturbation
is not necessarily simple. Consequently, in order to pre-
liminarily explore the sensitivity of our results on irra-
diation, we performed an additional suite of simulations
where the applied heat flux was enhanced by a factor
of three, compared to the simulations shown in Figure
(6). In these overdriven simulations, we found the peak
wind speeds to be a factor of ∼ 2− 2.5 higher. However,
the characteristic flow patterns closely resembled those,
shown in Figure (6) and specifically, the circulation with
|Bdip| = 0.5 G remained dominated by azimuthal jets.
Consequently, we conclude that the transition of the cir-
culation to a zonal regime with increasing magnetic field
strength is robust within the context of our model.
It is interesting to note that the zonal nature of the cir-
culation is ensured at a comparatively low magnetic field
strength. If we adopt a scaling based on an Elsasser num-
ber of order unity (Stevenson 2003), typical hot Jupiter
magnetic fields should exceed that of Jupiter by a factor
of a few e.g. |Bdip| ∼ 10 G. Moreover, the arguably more
physically sensible scaling based on the intrinsic energy
flux (Christensen et al. 2009) suggests that typical hot
Jupiter fields may be still higher by another factor of
∼ 5. Cumulatively, this places the critical magnetic field
needed for the onset of zonal flows a factor of ∼ 10−100
below the typical field strengths. As a result, it would be
surprising if a more sophisticated treatment of the hydro-
dynamics and radiative transfer proved the critical field
strength to be higher than the typical one. Nevertheless,
such simulations should no doubt be performed.
5. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have characterized the nature of at-
mospheric circulation on Hot Jupiters, in a regime where
magnetic effects play an appreciable role. We began by
performing baseline Boussinesq hydrodynamical simula-
tions and augmenting them to crudely account for the
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Lorentz force by expressing it in the form of a Rayleigh
drag. Using a simple analytical theory, we showed that
within the framework of such a treatment, the interac-
tions between the circulation and the background mag-
netic field lead to a well-formulated reduction in wind
velocities. However, in agreement with published liter-
ature (Perna et al. 2010; Rauscher & Menou 2012) and
dragged simulations of our own, we noted that regard-
less of the background field strength, the functional form
of the upper-atmospheric stream function remains char-
acteristic of a flow pattern where wind originates at the
substellar point and blows towards the anti-stellar points
quasi-symmetrically over the terminator (see also Show-
man et al. (2008)).
Although simplifying, the assumption that the Lorentz
force (even approximately) opposes the flow everywhere,
as done by a Rayleigh drag, appears inappropriate for
dayside-to-nightside circulation. Consequently, relying
on theoretical considerations based on a kinematic treat-
ment of magnetic induction (Moffatt 1978), we showed
that if the Lorentz force is not reduced to a form of a
drag, dayside-to-nighside flows become unstable in pres-
ence of a spin pole aligned magnetic field. On the con-
trary, the interactions between zonal jets and the back-
ground magnetic field do not give rise to meridional or
radial flows, thanks to an inherent symmetry. Instead,
the jets are stably damped by the background field (Liu
et al. 2008; Menou 2012). However, the damping rate
generally need not be latitudinally uniform.
As demonstrated by magnetohydrodynamical sim-
ulations, this has profound implications for upper-
atmospheric circulation. Specifically, the MHD calcula-
tions indicate that once the background magnetic field is
stronger than a critical value, the upper atmospheric cir-
culation transitions from a state dominated by dayside-
to-nightside flows to an azimuthally symmetric pattern
dominated by zonal jets. Qualitatively, this transition
can be understood as a point where redistribution of heat
from the dayside to the nightside by flow patterns that
intersect the magnetic poles ceases to be energetically
favorable against purely zonal circulation. For the stan-
dard case considered here (that is, τN = 10
3 sec), the
critical field strength is approximately Bcrit ' 0.5 G, con-
siderably less than the typically inferred field strengths
of Hot Jupiters (Christensen et al. 2009). However, it
should be understood that the critical field strength must
unavoidably depend on various system parameters in-
cluding the radiative timescale and the electrical con-
ductivity. The variability due to the latter may be par-
ticularly important since thermal ionization is extremely
sensitive to the atmospheric temperature (see Figure 2).
The form of this dependence and the extent to which
atmospheres within the current observational aggregate
are magnetically dominated merits further investigation.
The fact that dayside-to-nightside flows tend to sim-
plify to a zonal state in magnetized atmospheres has a
number of important implications. As already discussed
to some extent in section (3), axisymmetric flows give
rise to exclusively toroidal fields (Moffatt 1978). This
means that additional atmospheric dynamo generation,
that would act to augment a deep seated field, cannot be
supported by large-scale circulation. Moreover, because
the induced field lacks a strong poloidal component,
its observational characterization is at present hopeless.
Consequently, observational inference of magnetohydro-
dynamic processes in exoplanetary atmospheres is likely
to be limited to indirect methods.
This discussion overlooks the possibility of field gen-
eration by small-scale turbulence (i.e. the α−effect) in
the atmosphere. Indeed such a process may be at play if
the turbulent magnetic Reynolds number Retm ≡ ν/η &
1 − 10. For highly turbulent atmospheres, this criterion
may indeed be satisfied. Our simulations aimed at de-
termining the viability as well as characterization of field
generation by small-scale turbulence in Hot Jupiter at-
mospheres are currently ongoing and will be reported in
a follow-up study.
In this work, we briefly hinted at the fact that the
damping of zonal jets by dipole magnetic fields is not
only non-uniform latitudinally but also radially. The ra-
dial dependence of the Lorentz force found here is specific
to the boundary conditions imposed on the induced cur-
rent. However, if we do not choose to confine the current
to a single scale-height but allow it to penetrate the con-
vective interior of the planet (as for example envisioned
within the context of the Batygin & Stevenson (2010)
Ohmic dissipation model), the induced toroidal field is
free to occupy a much deeper portion of the planet. In
such a case, the resulting Lorentz force may act to pro-
duce deep-seated azimuthal flows and give rise to large-
scale differential rotation within the planet (Goldreich
private communication). However, the extent to which
such differential rotation can persist is subject to a num-
ber of constraints, including the magnitude of interior
Ohmic dissipation (Liu et al. 2008).
In addition to the various simplifications inherent to
our model that are already described throughout the
paper, it is further noteworthy that we have restricted
the morphology of the background magnetic field to a
pole-aligned dipole for simplicity. Within the solar sys-
tem, a dipolar, axisymmetric magnetic field created by
an internal dynamo is possessed only by Saturn (Acuna
& Ness 1980; Dougherty et al. 2005). On the contrary,
Jupiter and the Earth have dipole-dominated fields that
are significantly tilted with respect to their spin-axes,
while Neptune and Uranus possess rather unusual non-
dipolar, non-axisymmetric fields (Stevenson 2003). As a
result it is quite likely that even on a qualitative level,
the discussion presented in this work is not comprehen-
sive. That is, unlike axisymmetric jets found in this
work, one could envision the generation of substantial
stationary eddies, yielding longitudinally and latitudi-
nally asymmetric jets in exoplanetary atmospheres, by
complex background magnetic fields.
Furthermore, orbital variations may also be of impor-
tance. Specifically, while the assumption of a circular
orbit is secure for the majority of hot Jupiters, null ec-
centricities are certainly not universal to the observa-
tional sample (an extreme example is HD80606b (Naef
et al. 2001) which has e = 0.93). The time-variability of
stellar irradiation associated with significant eccentricity
produces rather complex circulation patterns even in hy-
drodynamic regime (Langton & Laughlin 2008; Kataria
et al. 2013). However, recalling that electrical conduc-
tivity in hot planetary atmospheres arises primarily as
a result of thermal ionization, the circulation patterns
are likely to be even more complex than those typically
envisioned, since magnetic effects in the atmosphere will
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also be time-dependent.
We would like to finish with a few words about obser-
vational implications of our results. At present, the reso-
lution and signal to noise of the spectroscopic data aimed
at characterizing the temperature structure and chemical
composition of exoplanetary atmospheres (Charbonneau
et al. 2005; Knutson et al. 2008; Swain et al. 2010) is such
that even fits obtained with one-dimensional atmospheric
models are susceptible to numerous degeneracies (Mad-
husudhan & Seager 2009). Consequently, it is unlikely
that the qualitative change in the flow structure observed
in this work will strongly affect the already-limited inter-
pretation of the information contained within this data,
in the near future (Line et al. 2012).
On the other hand, theoretical interpretation of ob-
served dayside-to-nightside temperature differences and
the associated shifts in the location of the subsolar hot
spot (Knutson 2007) rely heavily on a sensible under-
standing of atmospheric dynamics, which as we have seen
requires a more or less self-consistent account of mag-
netic effects. To this end, the results obtained in this
study are of great importance. Indeed, one can expect
that the advective transport of heat changes character
and weakens with increased electrical conductivity (by
extension, the atmospheric temperature) and magnetic
field due to the mechanism described above (see also Liu
et al. (2008); Perna et al. (2010); Batygin et al. (2011);
Menou (2012); Rauscher & Menou (2012)). Thus, a thor-
ough comparison between a substantial sample of model
results and data may eventually shed light on the typical
atmospheric conductivity structure and field strengths
of Hot Jupiters. Such activity would no-doubt further
benefit from direct measurements of high-altitude atmo-
spheric wind velocities obtained via ground-based spec-
troscopy (Snellen et al. 2010). That said, in order for an
endeavor of this sort to be meaningful, substantial im-
provements in theoretical modeling aimed at meliorating
the shortcomings outlined above are required, along with
a wealth of additional observational data.
In conclusion, the above discussion clearly indicates
that the degree of complexity of the physical regime in
which hot exoplanetary atmospheres reside is indeed very
extensive. There is no doubt that much additional work
remains. In this work, we have taken an ample step to-
wards a self-consistent characterization of magnetically
controlled circulation on Hot Jupiters. As such, this
study should serve as a stepping stone for future devel-
opments.
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